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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The input device for inputting questionnaire data, and the storage which a

questionnaire code is made to correspond and memorizes the questionnaire data inputted by this

input device, Questionnaire data are displayed on the indicating equipment for displaying said

questionnaire data, the output unit for outputting said questionnaire data, and said indicating

equipment. With said input unit The questionnaire item of the questionnaire data concerned is

deletion, added or modification inputted. Questionnaire data processing system characterized by
having the control device which reads the questionnaire data which correspond based on a

patient code, and is made to output as a questionnaire with said output unit after making these
questionnaire data correspond with a patient code and making said store memorize.
[Claim 2] It is the questionnaire data processing system according to claim 1 characterized by
for said store memorizing the example answer data to the question of a questionnaire item

further, relating it with a questionnaire item after it chooses an example answer code at the time

of said questionnaire entry of data, although said control device corresponds to a questionnaire

item from the example answer data memorized to said store, and making said store memorize.
[Claim 3] Said control device is questionnaire data processing system according to claim 1 or 2

characterized by displaying corresponding questionnaire data on said display by making said

display indicate the questionnaire code of the questionnaire data made to memorize
corresponding to a patient code by list, and choosing one of questionnaire codes.

[Claim 4] Said control device is questionnaire data processing system given in claim 1

characterized by relating questionnaire data with a registration day, making them memorize,
sorting in the descending order or ascending order of a registration day, and indicating by list

thru/or any 1 term of 3.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to questionnaire data processing system for a

pharmacist, a medical practitioner, a nurse, etc. to put in a database and use the questionnaire

of the patient who collected by ward activity.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, in medical institutions, such as a hospital, a

predetermined questionnaire survey is conducted to a patient and the questionnaire processing

system which uses the contents as patient data is adopted. A questionnaire result is related with

Patient ID, and is put in a database, and it enables it to check it at a terminal at the time of

medical examination and medication.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, one questionnaire which consists of two or

more items is making it memorize in the condition of having made Patient ID corresponding by

one to one, with said questionnaire processing system. For this reason, when taking out only a

required item, and newly adding an item and creating a questionnaire newly, there is a problem

that the existing contents of a questionnaire are easily uncorrectable.

[0004] Then, this invention makes it a technical problem to offer correctable questionnaire data

processing system by the contents [ item / questionnaire ] according to a patient simply.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] An input unit for this invention to input questionnaire data for

questionnaire data processing system as said The means for solving a technical problem, The
storage which a questionnaire code is made to correspond and memorizes the questionnaire data

inputted by this input device, Questionnaire data are displayed on the indicating equipment for

displaying said questionnaire data, the output unit for outputting said questionnaire data, and said

indicating equipment With said input unit The questionnaire item of the questionnaire data

concerned is deletion, added or modification inputted. After making these questionnaire data

correspond with a patient code and making said store memorize, the questionnaire data which

correspond based on a patient code are read, and it considers as the configuration equipped with

the control unit made to output as a questionnaire with said output unit.

[0006] By this configuration, it becomes possible about questionnaire data to make only a

required questionnaire item memorize according to a patient. And when conducting a

questionnaire survey a degree, the questionnaire item of questionnaire data can be easily

changed so that it may become the contents of a questionnaire according to a patient, and a

questionnaire can be created.

[0007] Said store memorizes the example answer data to the question of a questionnaire item

further, and although said control device corresponds to a questionnaire item from the example

answer data memorized to said store, after it chooses an example answer code at the time of

said questionnaire entry of data, when it is related with a questionnaire item and it is made to

store it in said store, it is desirable at the point that deletion, an addition, or modification of a

questionnaire item can be made much more smoothly.



[0008] the questionnaire data memorized in the past when it was made to display on said display

the questionnaire data which correspond by said control device's making said display indicate the

questionnaire code of the questionnaire data made to memorize corresponding to a patient code
by list, and choosing one of questionnaire codes — a deployment — it is desirable at the point

which becomes easy.

[0009] When said control device relates questionnaire data with a registration day and makes
them memorize, it is desirable at the point which becomes possible [ managing questionnaire

data easily ].

[0010]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt concerning this invention is

explained according to an accompanying drawing.

[0011] Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the questionnaire data processing system
concerning this operation gestalt. This system consists of a profile, storage 1, the display 2, an

input unit 3, an output unit 4, and a control unit 5.

[0012] Patient data, questionnaire data, example answer data, patient questionnaire data, etc. are

memorized by the store 1

.

[0013] Patient data are stored in the patient master file 6. As shown in drawing 2 , a patient's

birth date, a name, sex, the delivery scheduled day, etc. are contained in the contents.

[0014] Questionnaire data are stored in the questionnaire master file 7. The master data about
various questionnaires, such as a questionnaire at the time of hospitalization and a questionnaire

at the time of medication, is contained in the contents. Questionnaire data consist of existence

of a questionnaire code, a branch number, a questionnaire name, an example answer code, and a

text input, as shown in drawing 3 (a). For example, when all the things whose questionnaire codes
are "00000" correspond to the questionnaire data at the time of hospitalization and choose this

questionnaire code "00000", it is possible to sort in descending order of a branch number and to

carry out a screen display of the questionnaire data at the time of hospitalization.

[001 5] Example answer data are stored in the example answer master file 8. This example
answer data consists of an example answer code and an example answer, as shown in drawing 3

(b).

[001 6] Patient questionnaire data are stored in the patient questionnaire master file 9. The
contents are questionnaire data registered for every patient Patient questionnaire data consist

of Patient ID, a registration date, a questionnaire receipt number, the branch number
corresponding to each questionnaire item, a questionnaire name, an example answer code, a

reply result, existence of a text input, and contents of the text input, as shown in drawing 3 (c).

[0017] The menu screen mentioned later is displayed on a display 2.

[001 8] An input device 3 consists of a keyboard, a mouse, etc., and it is used in order to input

patient data, questionnaire data, etc.

[0019] An output unit 4 consists of a printer etc. and is used for a check of each data, creation

of a questionnaire, etc. which were stored in the store 1

.

[0020] A control device 5 stores the input data from said input device 3 in a store 1, or it reads

the data which correspond from this store 1, and is made to display them on a display 2, and is

outputted to an output unit 4.

[0021] Next, actuation of said questionnaire data processing system is explained.

[0022] An input of a user code and a personal identification number displays the main menu
screen 10 shown in drawing 4 on the screen of a display 2 after program starting. As contents of

a display, a "routine work", "a master maintenance", "chart creation", "the extended menu for

##******", "document retrieval", "patient information and application starting", "configuration",

and "operating termination" are included. An operator can shift to desired processing by clicking

either from the main menu screen 10.

[0023] A click of "routine-work" key 1 0a of the main menu screen 1 0 displays the routine-work

menu screen 1 1 shown in drawing 5 . As contents of a display, "patient data registration", a

"patient questionnaire", "a patient special feature, the clinical recording, and an existing **

history input", A "formula input", a "formula list input", "a patient education history list", "an

instruction person-in-charge setup", "Patient medication record book printing", "a patient



master list", an "inspection data input", an "inspection poop sheet input", an "inspection

information reference", an "instruction document package output", "instruction document
printing", "instruction document re-printing", and "it returns to a main menu" are included.

[0024] A click of "patient data registration" key 11a of the routine-work menu 11 displays the

patient data registration screen 1 2 shown in drawing 2 (in drawing 2 , although each data is

inputted, when registering for the first time, each column is a blank). The corresponding data are

inputted into each column. What is necessary is just to click "reference" key 12a of a screen,

when patient data are already registered. Thereby, the registration patient chart 1 3 shown in

drawing 6 is displayed. Then, if the name of patient displayed on this chart 13 is clicked, it is

possible to read desired patient data. A name of patient is sorted and expressed in descending

order of a kana alphabetic character as the registration patient chart 13. Therefore, the target

patient can be searched comfortably. Here, selection of the target patient displays each data of

a patient chosen as the patient data registration screen 1 2, as shown in drawing 2 . What is

necessary is just to click "termination" key 12b, when the patient who is different accidentally is

chosen. This changes to the patient data registration screen 1 2 of the origin by which an entry

of data is not carried out.

[0025] If the patient questionnaire maintenance screen 14 is displayed and "new" key 14a is

clicked as it is shown in drawing 7 , when "patient questionnaire" key 11b of the routine-work

menu screen 11 is clicked, the basic questionnaire chart 15 will be displayed in another window.

Then, selection of the basic questionnaire name displayed on this chart 15, for example, "the

questionnaire at the time of hospitalization", displays the question and reply of a questionnaire

on each column of the patient questionnaire maintenance screen 1 4, as shown in drawing 8 . It is

possible to edit a questionnaire item according to a patient here, as it mentions later.

[0026] When "master maintenance" key 10b of the main menu screen 10 is clicked, the master
maintenance menu screen 16 shown in drawing 9 is displayed. As contents of a display, "a basic

name maintenance", "a chemical maintenance", "a user master maintenance", "a questionnaire

item maintenance", the "recipe approach master maintenance", "an inspection master
maintenance", a "cipher prescription input", and "it returns to a main menu" are included. An
operator can shift to desired processing by clicking either from the master maintenance menu
screen 16.

[0027] A click of "basic name maintenance" key 1 6a of the master maintenance menu screen 1

6

displays the basic name maintenance menu screen 1 7 shown in drawing 10 . As contents of a

display, a "unit", "pharmaceutical form size", "pharmaceutical form smallness", a "person in

charge", a "clinical division", a "ward", a "questionnaire example answer setting master", an

"inspection unit", a "side effect", "instruction classification", "medication comment
classification", and "it returns to a master maintenance menu" are included. An operator can

shift to desired processing by clicking either from the basic name maintenance menu screen 17.

[0028] A click of "questionnaire example answer setting master" key 17a of the basic name
maintenance screen 1 7 displays the questionnaire example answer setting maintenance screen

18 shown in drawing 1

1

. The contents of a display are two or more setting frame 18a for

inputting the example answer of a questionnaire. A code number (example answer code) is given

to each setting frame 18a in order, and any one can be chosen now as it by operating arrow keys

18b and 18c. And an example answer can be freely deleted, added or changed now into setting

frame 18a with a keyboard etc. in the condition of having chosen, a code number "00" — as an

example answer— "— yes — no [ /] — " — it is inputted. Moreover, after deleting, adding or

changing, the contents of storage can be updated by clicking "updating" key 1 8d.

[0029] A click of "questionnaire item maintenance" key 16b of the master maintenance menu
screen 16 displays the questionnaire item maintenance screen 19 shown in drawing 12 . As
contents of a display, the "title" column, the "questionnaire selection" column, the "item

control" column, the "name" column, the "selection partition" column, and the "document
input" column are contained. The "title" column is for calling desired questionnaire data. The
"questionnaire selection" column is for inputting the code number (questionnaire code)

corresponding to a questionnaire. For example, an input of "00000" displays the questionnaire at

the time of hospitalization on the "name" column, the "selection partition" column, and the



"document input" column. The "item control" column is for performing deletion of each item of

the "name" column, insertion, etc. The "name" column shows the existence of selection of a

questionnaire item, and its contents. The "selection partition" column chooses and displays the

example answer set up by said questionnaire example answer setting master. A click of

"reference" key 1 9c displays the questionnaire list screen 20 shown in drawing 13 . The
contents of a display are the classes of questionnaire corresponding to a code number
(questionnaire code) and this code number. If the questionnaire to choose is operated and
"transfer" key 20a is clicked, the contents of a questionnaire chosen as said questionnaire item

maintenance screen 19 will be displayed.

[0030] In addition, "the extended menu for ********" of the main menu screen 10 is for mainly

perusing drugs data, patient data, etc. "Document retrieval" is for searching the data memorized
by CD-ROM. "Patient information and application starting" are for starting the starting launcher

of the program often used every day. "Configuration" is for performing customize of software,

setup of a peripheral device, and backup of data. "Operating termination" is for terminating

application.

[0031] With this operation gestalt, since the description is in questionnaire example answer
setting maintenance processing, questionnaire item maintenance processing, and patient data

input processing, these contents are hereafter explained in full detail according to the flow chart

of drawing 14 - drawing 18 .

[0032] (Questionnaire example answer setting maintenance processing) In questionnaire example

answer setting maintenance processing, as shown in drawing 14 , first, "master maintenance"
key 10b is clicked from the main menu screen 10 of drawing 4 , and the master maintenance

menu screen 16 of drawing 9 is opened (step S1). And "basic name maintenance" key 16a is

clicked from the master maintenance menu screen 1 6, and the basic name maintenance menu
screen 1 7 of drawing 10 is opened (step S2). Furthermore, "questionnaire example answer
setting master" key 1 7a is clicked from the basic name maintenance menu screen 1 7, and the

questionnaire example answer setting maintenance screen 18 of drawing 1

1

is opened (step S3).

[0033] On the questionnaire example answer setting maintenance screen 18, since the code
number (example answer code) is given to each setting frame 18a, by clicking arrow keys 18b

and 18c, setting frame 18a to which the desired example answer code was given is chosen (step

S4), and a desired example answer is inputted (step S5). A user can set this example answer as

arbitration corresponding to the question matter in a questionnaire. If a setup of an example
answer is completed (step S6), "updating" key 18d will be clicked and the contents will be

registered with an example answer code (step S7). In addition, if "printing" key 18e is clicked if

needed, printing by the printer is possible.

[0034] (Questionnaire item maintenance processing) In questionnaire item maintenance

processing, as shown in drawing 15 , first, "master maintenance" key 10b is clicked from the

main menu screen 1 0 of drawing 4 , and the master maintenance menu screen 1 6 of drawing 9 is

opened (step S11). And "questionnaire item maintenance" key 16b is clicked from the master
maintenance menu screen 16, and the questionnaire item maintenance screen 19 of drawing 12

is opened (step S12).

[0035] Next, when creating a questionnaire newly (step S13), "new number" key 19b is clicked

(step S14). The number (since it is registered to "00004" in draw ing 7 "00005") which follows by
this the code number already registered into the "questionnaire selection" column is given

automatically (step S15). Moreover, since the blank which is not inputted at all is displayed on

the "name" column, a questionnaire name ( drawing 12 "questionnaire at the time of

hospitalization") is inputted with a keyboard etc. (step S16).

[0036] On the other hand, when using the already registered questionnaire data (master data),

"reference" key 19c is clicked (step S17), and the questionnaire list screen 20 of drawing 13 is

displayed. And a desired questionnaire code is clicked from this questionnaire list screen 20

(step S18), and if "transfer" key 20a is clicked after carrying out inverse video (step S19), the

contents of a questionnaire chosen as the questionnaire item maintenance screen 19 of said

drawing 12 will be displayed, the case (step S20) where the questionnaire name of the "name"
column is changed here — said — a questionnaire name is similarly inputted with a keyboard



etc. (step S16).

[0037] Thus, if questionnaire data are ready, questionnaire item setting processing will be
performed (step S21).

[0038] By questionnaire item setting processing, as shown in drawing 16 , a selection mark (0 on
the left of each questionnaire item) is clicked, and where the item of a request of the contents

of a questionnaire is reversed, up-and-down physical relationship is changed by clicking arrow
keys 19d and 19e (step S31). Moreover, "item deletion" key 1 9f is clicked and an unnecessary
item is deleted (step S32). Moreover, "item addition" key 19g is clicked and a questionnaire item

(blank) is displayed (step S33). And a desired question document is inputted with a keyboard etc.

(step S34). In addition, if "deletion" key 1 9h is clicked, it is possible to eliminate all items.

[0039] Then, a click of "list" key 1 9a displays the example answer registered into the "selection

partition" column by said questionnaire example answer setting maintenance processing (step

S35). Since the contents of a display change to the example answer which carried out sequential

registration whenever they click "list" key 19a, they should just choose a suitable thing. When a

suitable example answer is not found (step S36), questionnaire example answer setting

maintenance processing shown in said drawing 14 is performed. Moreover, "**" key 19i is clicked

to obtain a reply in written form (step S37). Thereby, the "document written" column is

automatically formed in a questionnaire so that it may mention later. When there is no need for a

written reply, "nothing" key 19j is clicked (step S38).

[0040] In this way, if questionnaire item setting processing is completed (step S39), new or a

modification questionnaire will be registered by clicking "updating" key 19k (step S40). And a

questionnaire can be printed if "printing" key 1 91. is clicked.

[0041] (Patient data registration processing) In patient data registration processing, as shown in

drawing 1

7

, first, "routine-work" key 10a is clicked from the main menu screen 10 of drawing 4 ,

and the routine-work menu screen 1 1 of drawing 5 is opened (step S41). And "patient data

registration" key 1 1a is clicked from the routine-work menu screen 11, and the patient data

registration screen 1 2 of drawing 2 is opened (step S42).

[0042] In new reception, "new number" key 1 2c is clicked (step S43), and automatic grant of the

new number is carried out at the "Patient ID" column (step S44). And the selection and the
input in the "name-of-patient" column, the "birth date" column, the "height" column, the

"weight" column, the "sex" column, the "blood group" column, the "hospitalization outpatient

department partition" column, the "pharmacist" column in their duty, the "medical practitioner"

column in their duty, the "clinical division" column, etc. are performed freely from a desired part

(step S45).

[0043] In the "birth date" column, an input of the figure of 1-4 gives an automatic indication of

the name of an era (1: Meiji, 2:Taisho, 3:Showa, 4:Heisei). And an input of a date gives an

automatic indication of the age at the "age" column based on today's date. Moreover, if it inputs

into the "height" column and the "weight" column, an automatic indication of the BMI (Body
Mass Index) will be calculated and given. The "sex" column, the "blood group" column, and the

"hospitalization outpatient department partition" column serve as a carbon button format, and if

what corresponding is clicked, the inverse video of them will be carried out. In the "sex" column,

if a "man" is clicked, the inverse video of the "delivery scheduled day" column, the "week
display" column of a gestational age, and the column "in breast-feeding" will be carried out, and
an input will be restricted. If a "woman" is chosen and it is inputted into the "delivery scheduled

day" column, based on a current date, an automatic indication of the count result will be given at

the "week display" column of a gestational age. Moreover, an automatic indication of the

cautions information, such as a period which is easy to be influenced of drugs, is given at the

"warning-sign" column. In addition, the column "in breast-feeding" also serves as a carbon

button format. In the "hospitalization outpatient department partition" column, if an "outpatient"

is clicked, the inverse video of the "hospitalization date" column, the "leaving hospital date"

column, the "ward" column, and the "sickroom" column will be carried out, and an input will be
restricted. Although the "pharmacist" column in their duty, the "medical practitioner" column in

their duty, and the "clinical division" column may input direct ID, it is in the condition which
clicked the corresponding column and was reversed, and it is also possible by clicking



"reference" key to display the chart of a pharmacist, a medical practitioner, or a clinical division,

and to choose from them.

[0044] In addition, the contents demanded in the column under selection are displayed on the

lowest column of the patient data registration screen 1 2. Moreover, in making correction of the

case where a patient is re-examination, and data, it enables a click of "reference" key 1 2a by

eliminating the "Patient ID" column. And what is necessary is to display the registration patient

chart 13 of drawing 6 , and just to choose the target patient by clicking "reference" key 12a. in

this case — since a registration patient is sorted in order of a kana alphabetic character—
retrieval — it is easy. If the target patient is chosen and "updating" key is clicked, the contents

of registration will be displayed on the patient data registration screen 1 2, and the registration

patient chart 13 will be eliminated. On the other hand, if "termination" key 12b is clicked, the

registration patient chart 13 will be eliminated and will return to the early patient data

registration screen 1 2.

[0045] (Patient questionnaire processing) In patient questionnaire processing, as shown in

drawing 18 ,
first, "routine-work" key 10a is clicked from the main menu screen 10 of drawing 4 ,

and the routine-work menu screen 11 of drawing 5 is opened (step S51). And "patient

questionnaire" key 11b is clicked from the routine-work menu screen 11, and the patient

questionnaire maintenance screen 1 4 of drawing 8 is opened (step S52).

[0046] Then, if there are already registered patient data (step S53), "reference" key 1 4b will be
clicked and the registration patient chart 13 of drawing 6 will be displayed (step S54). A name of

patient and a birth date are displayed on the "patient information" column of the patient

questionnaire maintenance screen 14 by choosing the target patient from the registration patient

chart 13, and clicking "transfer" key 13a (step S55).

[0047] On the other hand, if there are no already registered patient data (step S53), as shown in

drawing 7 , the chart 15 of a basic questionnaire which consists of a name which shows a

questionnaire code and the contents of a questionnaire will be displayed in a separate window by

clicking "new" key 14a (step S56). Then, the corresponding questionnaire is chosen and the

contents are displayed on the patient questionnaire maintenance screen 14 of drawing 8 (step

S57).

[0048] In this way, if questionnaire data are displayed on the patient questionnaire maintenance

screen 14, deletion, an addition, or modification of a questionnaire item will be made by
questionnaire setting processing shown in said drawing 16 (step S58). Deletion of a questionnaire

item is performed by clicking "item deletion" key 14e, after choosing the corresponding

questionnaire item by arrow keys 14c and 14d. Moreover, the addition of a questionnaire item is

in the condition which chose the questionnaire item located in the location which wishes to add

by arrow keys 14c and 14d, and is performed by clicking "item addition" key 14f. What is

necessary is to input the question document of a questionnaire into blank 1 4h, and just to

choose the example answer which clicks "list" key 14i and corresponds, since 14g of the

"questionnaire item edit" columns will be displayed on a screen in a separate window, if "item

addition" key 14f is clicked. Moreover, the existence of a document input should just click "**"

key 14j or "nothing" key 14k. And a click of "registration" key 141. adds a questionnaire item.

Then, the contents are registered with a current date as these patient questionnaire data of a

certain patient by clicking "updating" key 1 4m (step S59).

[0049] Thus, in creation of a questionnaire, questionnaire data can be created easily according to

a patient. Moreover, it can carry out based on the questionnaire data performed in the past, and

questionnaire data can newly be created. Therefore, it becomes possible to create the

questionnaire data suitable for a patient simply and easily for a short time.

[0050]

[Effect of the Invention] Since it is made to correspond with a patient code and was made to

make it memorize according to the questionnaire data processing system concerning this

invention so that clearly from the above explanation after deleting, adding or changing the

questionnaire item of questionnaire data, it becomes available in the suitable form according to a

patient about questionnaire data.

[0051] Moreover, since example answer data are made to memorize beforehand and it enabled it



to choose an example answer at the time of a questionnaire entry of data, it becomes possible

to perform modification and an addition of a questionnaire item simply, easily, and quickly.

[0052] Since it was made to indicate the questionnaire code of the questionnaire data made to

memorize corresponding to a patient code by the list selectable, the questionnaire result

performed in the past can be used effectively easily, and creation of the questionnaire data

according to a patient is attained in a short time.

[0053] Since questionnaire data are related with a registration day and it was made to make
them memorize, the questionnaire result performed in the past is comfortably manageable.

[Translation done.]
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